
Please keep safe and follow official UK and Scottish Government information and advice.

I’m very pleased to have some more positive 
news to share as we can start to see a 
progressive easing of the restrictions through 
our ‘route map’, alongside the ongoing 
vaccination programme. However we still 
urge all our tenants to follow the current 
guidance (you can find this information at: 
www.gov.scot/coronavirus-covid-19/) and 
stay safe. We understand that the pandemic 
has touched everyone personally, so we’ve 
again included an article on how to look 
after your mental health, as well as the latest 
benefits information on our money pages. 

On a continued positive theme, we’re 
delighted to let you know that planning 
permission has been granted for the Main 
Street site in Wishaw, with a potential on  
site start in the next few months. Another  
of Trust’s promises to tenants – the rent 
freeze – takes effect in April, this is the 
second year of this three year promise.

In the winter edition we included an article 
about changing your newsletter to make 
it more focussed - we’re starting the 
consultation with our tenants and you will see 
the new and improved version in the summer. 

We continue to support our tenants and staff 
throughout the current situation, but please 
contact us if you have any questions. We 
update information regularly on our website  
at www.wishawdha.org.uk, and if you have 
any queries or need further information, 
please get in touch by calling 01698-377200 
or visit our website www.wishawdha.org.uk 

Rhona McLeod  
CEO 

Wishaw & District Housing

Newsletter
Part of Trust 
Housing Association

Message  
from Trust  
Chief Executive

Spring 2021 
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High Five

1 The Time is Now
get more details on Trust’s new strategy 
on page 5.

2 Rent Freeze
April sees the second (of a three) year rent 
freeze for Wishaw tenants.

3 Main Street
Scottish Government funding has been 
approved and we can move forward with 
the Main Street build.

4 Welfare Benefits Service
contact our team if you’re having financially difficulties, or to see what you 
may be entitled to, see page 14. 

5 Hamper winners
Congratulations to the winners of the Trust Christmas hamper 
competition - Collette McConville and Mr and Mrs Robinson. 

Coronavirus Update

Keep up to date with the latest Scottish Government advice at  
https://www.gov.scot/coronavirus-covid-19/  

Stopping the spread starts with all of us

Everyone has an important role to play – please follow the guidance. 

Non-essential works update 
We are very pleased that the gradual lifting of covid restrictions means it will be possible to do more 
repairs and other work in your home. We will now be able to do non-essential work inside your home, 
and our programme of fitting new kitchens, bathrooms, heating systems etc will be able to restart. 
However, please be patient as it will take some time for contractors to get back to full strength and 
to clear the backlog of outstanding repairs. And working in a safe way means that all jobs will take 
longer to complete.

All the work will be done in a covid-secure way. Wherever possible we would ask that you:

• are not in the same room as a tradesperson
• wear your mask
• keep 2 metres away
• open your windows to ensure good ventilation.

You also shouldn’t offer teas or coffees at this time.  The contractors will clear up when they  
are finished and will sanitise anything they have touched.  If, however, you are concerned about 
having anyone in your home, please contact us.

If you have an outstanding or new repair, please contact us and we will advise on its progress.  
All the contact details are on the back cover.

CMYK Icons

Coronavirus Update 
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Mutual Exchanges  
are on hold! 
Sadly as a result of the Covid19 pandemic and 
the current level of restrictions in North Lanarkshire 
it has been agreed to suspend mutual exchanges 
for the foreseeable future. The timescale for them 
being resumed is unknown but is likely to be 
when North Lanarkshire moves into Tier 3 of the 
restrictions. We will follow government guidance 
as and when it becomes available.

Mutual exchanges are very popular and used 
widely. As a result of our limited housing stock 
we are not always able to resolve our tenants 
changing housing needs quickly and to help 
resolve their housing solutions many tenants 
opt to exchange their home with another social 
rented tenant, such as those renting from North 
Lanarkshire Council.

Once you find another tenant to swap houses 
with, the process of applying to exchange is 
a simple one and it normally takes no longer 
than 28 days for a decision – this is obviously 
under normal circumstances, when pandemic 
restrictions are not in place!

Clearly there are conditions to be met before  
a mutual exchange is permitted to go ahead  
and the main factors normally taken into 
consideration are:-

• Whether you owe rent or other monies such 
as rechargeable repairs

• The condition of your home
• How you have conducted your tenancy
• Has your property been medically adapted?
• What size is your property?

Although we can’t permit mutual exchanges 
at the present time we are still able to give you 
information about how the process works, or 
we can add your details to our mutual exchange 
register. If you would like further information then 
please contact our Allocations Officer, Tracey Fyfe 
on 07850415162.

Board Update
As some Covid-19 restrictions remain in place, 
Trust Board continues to adapt to the new ways 
of working, with virtual Board meetings to ensure 
that Trust as a business continues to thrive, 
develop, and deliver the key services to our 
tenants. We have been reviewing closely with the 
Trust senior team our response to the Covid-19 
crisis and our utmost priority will always be to 
ensure the safety and wellbeing of our staff and 
tenants. As we mark the bleak anniversary of a 
year living with the pandemic, we continue to 
be so proud of the dedication of our whole staff 
group and, in particular, those on the front-line 
providing care and support to our tenants. 

With the vaccination programme progressing 
quickly, Trust Board look forward to a time 
when we can resume our visits and meet again 
with tenants across Scotland. In the meantime, 
we continue with business as usual in the 
background and have already had a busy start 
to 2021. Highlights from the recent months 
include Trust Board officially setting our new 
3-year business strategy The Time is Now and 
approving Trust’s 30-year financial business 
plan. We also reviewed the Customer Panel’s 

annual scrutiny report which, this year, focused 
on Estate Management (in developments) - the 
Board approved the Panel’s recommendations 
for improved service delivery in this area and  
look forward to their implementation.

Wishaw & 
District Area 
Committee
Last year, we established the Wishaw & District 
Area Committee which is made up of tenants, 
members, and service users to oversee the 
fulfilment of the Tenant Promises made to 
Wishaw & District tenants. In March 2021, 
we were able to hold a very successful virtual 
meeting of the Area Committee and members 
were delighted to hear that planning permission 
has now been granted for the New Build Site  
at Main Street in Wishaw, with a potential start 
date for construction in the next few months.  
As our former Vice Chair of the Committee,  
Scott Smith, stepped down at the end of last 
year, members welcomed Mr Ian Gunning as 
newly appointed Vice Chair, who will work 
alongside Nicky McLaughlin, who continues 
in his position as Chair. Ian has a keen interest 
in local affairs and is particularly focused 
on performance, our ‘Green’ environmental 
objectives, the Tenant Promises and ensuring 
tenants are well supported with benefits advice 
following the impact of the pandemic – the 
addition of a local Benefits Adviser to Wishaw  
& District was a welcome announcement. Ian 
looks forward to the committees’ work over the 
next year. Look out for further updates in your 
next newsletter.

The Time is Now 
For nearly 50 years, Trust has evolved and 
grown, and so it continues. 2021 will see the 
start of another new chapter for Trust and 
the formal launch of our new 3-year business 
strategy, The Time is Now. 

Our previous strategy - Bright Future – concluded 
in March 2020 and has put strong foundations 
in place for Trust to build on going forward. The 
Time is Now asks us to meet the housing, health, 
economic, technological and climate challenges 
and opportunities ahead of us. It has been 
shaped by our customers, our staff and learning 
from best practice across the UK and Europe. 
It is an investment in a sustainable future and 
at its heart lies the demands of the people and 
the society we serve. The strategy will put our 
customers and frontline teams at the centre of a 
growing business and accelerate our investment 
in technology. 

We are confident that the strategy will deliver 
better outcomes for our tenants, provide greater 
opportunities for our staff, and ensure that Trust 
is a market leading housing and care provider. 
Look out for the full Time is Now strategy when 
it’s published later this year.
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Completion of new Trust housing 
We’re committed to building new homes to 
help in Scotland’s efforts to meet demand for 
affordable housing across the country and 
creating great partnership working with local 
authorities to help address gaps in housing 
provision. 

All our new properties use the most up to  
date design and are sustainable for the future. 
Our continued growth aspirations are set out in 
our new 3-year strategy, which will be available 
to tenants soon. 

Duns is our latest development and we’re  
happy to say the amenity bungalows are full,  
and we’re working on filling the Housing with 
Care Flats. Due to Covid we did our promotion  
a little differently for Duns - we created some 
virtual tours and a digital information pack,  
which are included on the Duns webpage at 
www.trustha.org.uk/our-homes/duns 

News & Information

Our recent new build housing: 
• 17 General Needs and two Amenity properties in Torrance,  

East Dunbartonshire – October 2019

• 16 Mid-market rent flats at St Mungo, Bishopbriggs – February 2020 

• 11 General needs flats in Townhead, Kirkintilloch, East Dunbartonshire  
– November 2020 

• 19 Amenity properties Duns – January 2021 

• 30 Housing with Care Duns - tenants started moving in March 2021

Townhead, Kirkintilloch Duns Housing with Care flat 

News & Information
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Spring is  
on its way 
Spring is here and the time is right….  
for keeping your garden tidy.

All year round, but in particular during the growing 
season (generally from March to October) we 
encourage all tenants who are fortunate enough 
to have a garden to keep these areas to an 
acceptable standard. In practice, this means  
we would expect you to:

• cut your grass at least every fortnight
• keep your garden free from weeds 
• trim any hedges at least twice a year
• dispose of any grass and garden waste 

responsibly, using your brown bin 

All year round we expect you to:
• keep your garden free from litter and any 

animal faeces
• dispose of any bulk refuse responsibly. 

Please don’t leave it in your garden - a 
special uplift can easily be arranged by 
phoning North Lanarkshire Council  
on 01698 403 110

Repairs & 
Maintenance:  
Your Responsibilities
As a tenant you are responsible for taking care  
of your home and you have a responsibility to 
carry out minor repairs and internal decoration, 
whilst keeping the house in a reasonable state  
of cleanliness.

The following are examples of repairs/
maintenance that you are responsible for. If you 
call us to have these types of repairs carried 
out there will be a cost for this. Details of your 
responsibilities can also be found in your  
Tenancy Agreement.

• Replacing light bulbs – it is recommended 
that energy saving light bulbs be used where 
possible, which the majority of shops now 
sell. 

• Replacing batteries in heating thermostats.
• Replacing lost or broken keys. 
• Damage to glass.
• Damage to sinks and sanitary ware, 

replacing plugs, chains and toilet seats.
We have seen a rise in calls for central  
heating boilers not working for people who use 
Pre-Payment Meters The most common cause 
of this is the meter having no credit or where 
credit has been topped up but the boiler has 
not been reset.

• Checking there is enough credit in your 
meter and ensuring it has been reset 
following top up will avoid a charge to you.

Why we need you to do this….
We all want our own neighbourhood to 
be a pleasant and attractive place to live. 
An untidy garden can annoy neighbours, 
attract vermin and may also be a breach 
of your tenancy agreement.

Tenants who don’t maintain their garden 
to these standards will be contacted by 
their Housing Officer to agree a plan and 
timescale to rectify any issues.
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There has also been a rise in call outs for 
electrics tripping with the cause being a faulty 
appliance. If the electrics in your home have 
tripped you can normally establish the cause by 
carrying out the following simple process:

• As a safety measure, if there is a faulty 
appliance in use it will cause the electrics to 
trip and the switch at the fuse box will be in 
the down position. As a process of elimination 
all appliances should be unplugged and the 
switch at the fuse box put to the up position 
and then one by one the appliances should 
be plugged in and when the appliance that is 
faulty is plugged in the switch at the fuse box 
will drop to the down position again.

Leaking radiators are also a common problem 
we have and whilst this is not your responsibility 
we are finding the main cause of a radiator 
leaking is because the small pipes coming from 
the radiator to under the floor are being knocked 
when the floor covering is being hoovered or 
washed. We would appreciate if care could be 
taken to avoid this happening.

To maintain our rent levels and service charges 
it is important that we do not have to carry out 
unnecessary repairs. Our staff will always ask 
questions to check the responsibility of your 
repair for this reason and to avoid recharges 
where possible.

Do you have an 
Emergency Repair?
If you have an emergency repair, please contact 
the office during normal office hours by phone 
(01698-377200). If it is out with office hours 
please contact our emergency services as below 

• Heating/Hot Water – 01698-533917 
• All other Emergencies – 0800 999 2520 

Please note, your call handler will ask a series of 
questions in relation to Covid19 in order that the 
necessary steps may be taken when visiting your 
home. Please be assured that this is for your own 
protection as well as the contractor’s. 

Emergency repairs are classified as:

Unsafe power or lighting sockets or 
electrical fittings
Loss of electricity, gas or water supply 
(check with your provider in the first 
instance)
External windows, doors or locks which 
are not secured
Blocked toilet (where this is the only toilet 
in the house)
Blocked drains or pipes with sewage 
leaking out
Significant leaking or flooding from a 
water or heating pipe, tank or cistern 
where the water cannot be contained
Locked out of property (you may be  
re-charged, if you have lost the keys)
No heating or hot water

Annual Gas  
Safety Checks 
Annual Gas safety checks remain an important legal requirement. If your service is due our contractors will 
get in touch with you directly to arrange for a suitable date and time (AM or PM). If you are self-isolating 
please contact the contractor directly to re-arrange your gas safety check.

Useful Telephone Numbers

Scottish Power Energy Networks:- 
Emergencies

0800 092 9290 (from a landline)

0330 1010 222 (from a mobile)

Transco (Gas) Emergencies: 0800 111 999

Scottish Water Emergencies: 0800 077 8778

Police: Emergency

Non-Emergency

999

101

Emergency Out of Hours Homelessness 
Service:

0800 953 2424

Out of Hours Emergencies

Heating/Hot Water: 01698 533917

Out of Hours Emergencies:

All Other Emergencies: 0800 999 2520

Wishaw & District Housing: 01698 377200

Text Message Service: 07529 777345

Opening Hours:
Mon-Thurs 9.00am – 4.30pm Fri 9.00am – 4.00pm

News & Information
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Looking for work?  
Bell Group can help
Bell Group are offering free online sessions for young people or people who are long term 
unemployed. 

The sessions will cover:
• Interview and communication skills – mock interviews/tips around 

interviewing including how to prepare.

• CV Writing and Applications – advice on how to generate a CV or to 
make CVs more attractive to the employer. 

Contact Kirsty Docherty, Community Engagement Manager, if you’re interested  
on k.docherty@bellgroup.co.uk

Help & Advice 
Advice for Tenants & Residents (AFTAR)
Motherwell & Wishaw Citizens Advice Bureau 
CSCS Card and Employability Course for VETERANS ex Armed Forces AND 16-24 Year Olds

If you are ex armed forces and 
interested in gaining an SQA 
construction qualification and 
CSCS card which will allow you to 
work on site in the construction 
industry, there are immediate 
places available for residents.

The course is free and can be 
signed up for or started online now. 

Please note this opportunity is also available for 16-24 year olds

If you are interested please contact: 
John McLean at Motherwell & Wishaw Citizens Advice on: 
Tel: 07948 702231 or 

Email digitalinclusion@MotherwellCAB.casonline.org.uk

Computer help – this opportunity  
is still available to you via phone  
or online

If you are interested please contact:

John McLean: 
Tel: 07948 702231 or 

Email digitalinclusion@
MotherwellCAB.casonline.org.uk

News & Information
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Nancy Aschcroft is originally from Wishaw, 
Lanarkshire and has lived at Nairn in the 
Highlands for five years. She shares how  
she feels about living with Trust.

How did you feel before you moved  
into the Nairn development? 
‘I felt lonely and anxious, but now I feel content 
and happy.’

What is it about living at Whinnieknowe 
Gardens, in Nairn that makes you happy 
and content? 
‘The best thing about living here is the company, 
there is help if you need it, security, and you can 
have your own pets. It’s great that my family can 
come and stay in the guest rooms – when the 
pandemic is over.’

Do you find having Trust staff onsite 
beneficial? 
‘I am so grateful for their support. If I have 
ups and downs they are there to offer support 
and help. They are very approachable and 
understanding. I recently lost my very dear  
dog and staff are a massive support to me both 
emotionally and practically – they are helping  
me look for a new rescue dog.’

If you were recommending 
Whinnieknowe Gardens to a friend,  
what would you say? 
‘I find it uplifting with the surroundings, beaches, 
the river – which is in view from the development 
gardens. Staff organise raised beds for growing 
vegetables which tenants can participate in, if 
they wish. If you start a little project you receive 
encouragement and help from staff.’

Sounds like you’ve joined a great 
community? 
‘Yes! I have made friends with my neighbours 
and we get together in the communal lounge.’

*  Communal areas and guest rooms are currently 
closed due to Covid restrictions. We’re all 
looking forward to the re-opening of communal 
areas soon.

Getting to know you…

Getting to know you...

Changes to our Complaints Handling Procedure
We have recently made some changes to our 
Complaints Handling Procedure in line with 
new guidance from the Scottish Public Services 
Ombudsman (SPSO). The changes took effect 
on the 1st April 2021.

Many of the changes are to do with the 
administrative process that we use to handle 
complaints. However, there are some changes 
that might affect you. 
While we will continue to support our customers in 
any way we can, the SPSO guidance now has more 
detailed steps on actions we should take to support 
you when it's appropriate. These might include:
• Accepting complaints from a representative 

on your behalf where you have given your 
consent

• Arranging translation or interpretation  
services for you

• Helping you access independent support  
and advocacy

• Providing information on complaints  
in alternative formats upon request.

We may now also suggest alternative approaches 
to finding a resolution, which might be helpful with 
complex issues. These might include:
• Facilitated discussions (for example, a round-

table discussion chaired by an independent 
person, or ‘shuttle’ discussions, with an 
independent person acting as go-between)

• Conciliation
• Mediation (with a trained and qualified 

mediation.
We always expect our staff to behave in a 
professional manner and treat our customers 
with courtesy, respect, and dignity, and this has 
now been added to the SPSO guidance as well. 
There is also new detail on how we expect you 
to behave as a complainant. If you're bringing 
a complaint, we ask you to treat our staff with 
respect, and engage actively with the complaint 
handling process by:

• Telling us your key issues of concern and 
organising any supporting information you 
want to give us (we understand that some 
people will require support to do this),

• Working with us to agree the key points of 
complaint when an investigation is required

• Responding to reasonable requests for 
information.

Only one of the timescales has been changed, 
which is how long you have to escalate a 
complaint from the 1st to 2nd stage of the 
procedure if you are unhappy with our response. 
Previously, the time limit had been 15 working 
days, but now you may escalate a complaint to 
stage 2 either:
• Within six months of the event the customer 

wishes to complain about or finding out that 
you have a reason to complain; or

• Within two months of receiving their  
stage 1 response (if this is later).

For more information on all of the changes, 
please talk to a member of staff, or get in touch 
with us by calling 0131 444 1200, emailing 
info@trustha.org.uk or writing to Trust Housing 
Association, 12 New Mart Road, Edinburgh, 
EH14 1RL. 
Our complaints procedure is also available on our 
website: www.trustha.org.uk/media/uploads/
documents/Customer_facing_CHP_website_
version_lRo8pdl.pdf 

News & Information
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Welfare Benefits Service
Trust Housing employs Welfare Benefits Officers to support applicants and tenants to maximise 
their income and apply for all the benefits they are entitled to. Potential tenants are offered a benefit 
check and a chat about their financial circumstances and options available to them. We offer free, 
confidential and impartial advice and assistance with the claim process. We are not just about letting 
out the property, we want to make sure that our tenants are happy and secure and not worrying 
about how they are going to afford the next month’s rent.

The Welfare Benefits Officers are Aisha Nadeem and Mykela Dunlop.

Housing Officers have been given training by the Benefits Officers and can help with any benefits 
queries.

If you would like more information please contact the Benefits team directly:

Office Direct Line: 0131 444 4969

Mobile: Aisha - 07899 987 769 (Mon-Thurs 9am-5pm; Fri 9am-3.30pm) 

Mykela – 07957 948 335 (Mon-Thurs only 9am- 4.45pm)

Email: benefits@trustha.org.uk

Money Pages

Aisha Nadeem Mykela Dunlop

Our Welfare Benefits Officers have helped tenants claim over £1.25 
million in benefits over the last year. Get in touch to see what you may 
be entitled to.

Money Pages

Benefits Up-rating
The annual up rating of benefit payment rates for those aged 66 and over will took effect during  
5th – 12th April 2021. 

Due to the rates changing you may be entitled to more money. To ensure you are receiving your 
correct and full entitlement, please ask for a benefit check from your local advice centre or speak 
to your Housing Officer. All rates shown below are weekly rates.

This brief summary is only a rough guide not a statement of law; further information is available from 
the benefits team or by contacting The Pension Service or your Local Authority Housing and Council 
Tax Benefit Office.

Rates From April 2021 Single Couple

Pension Credit (Guarantee) £177.10 £270.30
Pension Credit (Savings age 
66 and over)

£14.04 £15.71

Entitlement Based on Disability Conditions, Income & Savings NOT counted

High Middle Low

Disability Living 
Allowance Care

£89.60 £60.00 £23.70

Disability Living 
Allowance Mobility

£62.55 £23.70

Attendance 
Allowance

£89.60 £60.00

Personal Independence 
Payments (PIP) Enhanced Standard

Daily Living component £89.60 £60.00
Mobility component £62.55 £23.70

14 15
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Universal Credit
As part of the Government’s response to the 
coronavirus pandemic, the standard allowance in 
UC increased by approximately £20 per week - 
this will continue until 20 September 2021. 

The Easy Guide to Benefits for the 60+ 
Many older people are still not sure what they 
are entitled to and miss out on a great deal. The 
Easy Guide to Benefits for the 60+ has been 
produced by Trust Housing. 

The guide explains the most commonly received 
benefits in straightforward, easy to understand 
language. This will help older people to know 
who is entitled to receive these benefits and 
which of them they are eligible to apply for. 

Copies of the guide can be downloaded from 
Simple clear advice on the benefits you can 
claim (trustha.org.uk)

Discretionary Housing Payments
You can apply for a Discretionary Housing 
Payment (DHP) from your council if you are 
struggling to pay your rent and you don’t receive 
full housing benefit or the full housing element 
from Universal Credit.

DHP is administered by the Local Authority, but it 
is at their discretion whether they grant it or not, 
the amount given and for what period. It can only 
be used to help towards the cost of housing. 

If you are under pension age and are affected 
by the under occupancy charge (ie. you have 
an empty bedroom) and therefore money is 
deducted off your Housing Benefit or Universal 
Credit housing element then you can ask your 
Council to consider paying this shortfall from  
their DHP fund. This still applies if you receive  
full Housing Benefit or full Universal Credit.

DHPs typically cover things like:

• Help for those in desperate need following the 
introduction of the under occupancy charge

• Help with essential work-related expense if 
you move further from your work place

• Rent deposits or rent in advance if you need 
to move home

• Help for those who have run into financial 
difficulties due to circumstances and have 
difficulties in meeting the rest of their rent.

How do I make a claim?
Many Councils now have DHP applications 
on their websites – either as forms that can 
be downloaded and printed out, or as online 
applications that can be completed and 
submitted through their website. You can also 
ask for a ‘discretionary housing payment’ form 
from your local council office. Make sure you get 
the right form as it is different from the one you 
filled in when you first claimed housing or council 
tax benefit.

You may also be able to get a form from your 
Housing Officer. 

What information should I send with  
the claim?
You will be asked to give evidence of how much 
money you spend each month. This could be 
a copy of a bill or your bank statements. You 
should also provide any information about your 
circumstances that make things difficult for you 
financially.

If I don’t get it, can I appeal?
No. You can ask the council to have another look 
at their decision but if they don’t change their 
mind, you can’t take the matter any further. 

Not sure if you already have DHP?
If you are not sure if you currently get DHP and 
you have an empty bedroom, you can contact 
your Housing Officer to check if it has been 
applied. 

If you think you might qualify for reasons other 
than under occupancy, but you want to check, 
please contact either Mykela or Aisha at Trust’s 
Benefit Advice service: 

Mobile: Aisha - 07899 987 769  
(Mon-Thurs 9am-5pm; Fri 9am-3.45pm) 

Mobile: Mykela – 07957 948 335  
(Mon-Thurs only 9am- 4.45pm)

Email: benefits@trustha.org.uk

Scottish Government Connecting 
Scotland Programme
The Scottish Government’s Connecting Scotland 
programme is an initiative set up in response to 
the coronavirus which distributes free laptops 
and devices to encourage online connection for 
people who may not be able to afford to buy 
their own device or know how to operate one. Its 
aim is to help get every citizen in Scotland online 
to enable them to keep connected during the 
pandemic.

We were delighted that our application was 
successful and have been awarded 30 
Chromebooks and 10 iPads to provide to our 
tenants who have, up till now, been digitally 
excluded. We have provided these devices to 
some of our older tenants who have limited 
computer skills and our tenants with school 
age children who have struggled with on-line 
schooling. Alongside the devices we received 40 
MyFi connections which will provide free internet 
access for these devices for two years. 

Some of these lucky recipients have limited 
computer skills and we are grateful to John 
McLean, the Digital Inclusion Officer of the 
Motherwell and Wishaw Citizens’ Advice Bureau 
for agreeing to assist our tenants in setting up 
the device and supporting them in using the 
internet confidently and safely. 
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Fire Safety  
- For Tenants of Flats with Common Stairs or Closes
As part of Wishaw & District Housing’s fire safety and part of a general UK wide initiative, we are 
reminding tenants living in flats of the importance of the front door to your flat. The below notice 
indicates what you should be aware of and what you should advise us of if any of item is missing, 
broken or not operating properly, now or in the future.

A fire safety message
The front door to your flat is a fire door and helps to stop the spread of smoke and fire.

Please check:
• a door closer is fitted to your door

• the closer fully shuts the door

• your letter box flap is in place and the flap fully closes the door, the frame or the 
hinges are not damaged.

Please contact Wishaw & District Housing if you have  
any problems with your front door. 

For the safety of yourself and others please do not wedge open your front door.
Routine inspections will be carried out annually by Wishaw & District Housing. But please advise us of 
any issues relating to the front door of your flat as soon as you become aware.

Health, Safety and Wellbeing

Health, Safety and Wellbeing

Looking after your mental health 
This is an unsettling time for many of us and we are 
all trying to make sense of what can be a scary and 
difficult time. For some this means managing their 
emotional and mental self-care or care of others. 
For some the feelings can become overwhelming 
and it may be difficult to see a way out.

Please talk to someone and keep safe. We’ve 
listed some organisations’ websites and phone 
numbers if you need support. 

Helpful websites:
For young people:
• https://young.scot/get-informed/national/

how-to-look-after-your-mental-wellbeing

• https://young.scot/campaigns/national/
coronavirus

• https://papyrus-uk.org

For older people:
• www.ageuk.org.uk/scotland 

General:
• https://www.samh.org.uk/about-us/news-

and-blogs/coronavirus-and-your-mental-
wellbeing

• https://www.supportinmindscotland.org.uk/

• https://www.mind.org.uk/information-
support/

Support for parents:
• https://www.children1st.org.uk/parentline

Health advice:
• https://www.nhs.uk/oneyou/every-mind-

matters/coronavirus-covid-19-staying-at-
home-tips/

• https://www.nhsinform.scot/illnesses-
and-conditions/infections-and-poisoning/
coronaviruscovid-19 (scroll down to see 
mental wellbeing advice)

• https://learn.nes.nhs.scot/28084/
coronavirus-covid-19/psychosocial-
support-andwellbeing/tips-on-how-
to-cope-if-you-are-worried-about-
coronavirus-and-in-isolation

Crisis support:
• https://breathingspace.scot/

• https://www.samaritans.org/scotland/how-
we-can-help/support-and-information/
if-yourehaving-difficult-time/if-youre-
worried-about-your-mental-health-during-
coronavirusoutbreak/

Practical tips and resources:
• https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/

publications/looking-after-your-mental-
health-duringcoronavirus-outbreak

• https://www.headspace.com/

• https://positivepsychology.com/the-crisis-kit/

Over the phone
• The NHS 24 Mental Health Hub is available  

24 hours a day, 7 days a week, on 111.

• You can call the Samaritans 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week, on 116 123. The Samaritans 
also provide information on the effects of 
coronavirus on mental health.

• You can phone Breathing Space for advice 
and support on 0800 83 85 87. The service  
is open: Monday to Thursday - 6pm to 2am 
and Friday 6pm to Monday 6am

• The Relationship Helpline (0808 802 2088) 
is a free support line providing a safe and 
confidential space for anyone struggling with 
their relationship. They can also provide free 
relationship counselling. 
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Recipe

Recipe

Parmesan spring chicken
Ingredients

• 1 egg white

• 5 tbsp finely grated parmesan

• 4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts

• 400g new potatoes , cut into small cubes

• 140g frozen peas

• good handful baby spinach leaves

• 1 tbsp white wine vinegar

• 2 tsp olive oil

Preparation and cooking time
•  Prep:10 mins

• Cook:10 mins

• Easy

• Serves 4

Dish up an easy, delicious chicken dinner that’s full of spring flavours. The parmesan coating gives  
a satisfying crunch, and the meat inside stays tender

Method
STEP 1 
Heat grill to medium and line the grill pan with foil. Beat the egg white on a plate with a little salt and 
pepper. Tip the parmesan onto another plate. Dip the chicken first in egg white, then in the cheese. 
Grill the coated chicken for 10-12 mins, turning once until browned and crisp.

STEP 2 
Meanwhile, boil the potatoes for 10 mins, adding the peas for the final 3 mins, then drain. Toss the 
vegetables with the spinach leaves, vinegar, oil and seasoning to taste. Divide between four warm 
plates, then serve with the chicken. 
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Go Green and Save…
Change to Energy Efficient Lighting and help to 
lower carbon dioxide emissions and lower your 
bills. 

Energy Saving Trust Scotland promote Energy-
efficient lighting as a way to:

• Lower your carbon footprint

• Reduce your lighting bills

• Make your home light and bright

It is reported that “if you replace all the bulbs in 
your home with LED lights, you could reduce 
your carbon dioxide emissions by up to 65kg 
a year. This is equivalent of the carbon dioxide 
emitted by driving your car around 220 miles. 

Lighting makes up 20% of the average UK 
household electricity bill so making the switch 
could help you save money too” 

More information on what lighting is right for you 
can be found at https://energysavingtrust.org.
uk/advice/lighting/

Tips to reducing your lighting bill
• Always turn lights off when leaving a room. 

The quickest way to start saving is just 
remembering to turn lights off when you don’t 
need them. The typical household could save 
almost £15 a year by just switching off the 
lights as you leave the room.

• Be aware of how many lights you have on in 
a room. If you have the main light on, do you 
need the lamp on too?

• Use sensors or timers on external lights,  
so they are only on when they need to be.

• Consider using transparent shades or fittings 
as a dark lampshade can absorb some of the 
light a bulb emits.

• Ensure that you regularly clean any lamp 
shades or fittings to increase the impact of 
the light.

Help us to reduce our carbon footprint 
You may recall our article back in our Summer 
2020 newsletter where we promoted the use 
of email as an option of sending corporate 
correspondence such as Tenants newsletters, 
and the Annual Report on Charter (ARC) – this 
small step helps us to be more environmentally 
friendly by lowering the amount of paper created 
and also to be more cost effective by keeping 
postage and printing costs down.

Can you can help us? …….. 

If you have not already provided us 
with your email address and are happy 
to receive future corporate information 
electronically, please send an email to 
wishawdh@trustha.org.uk stating 
Electronic Corporate Mail, your name 
and address and we will update your 
records accordingly.

Energy Pages 
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Activities

Activities Activities



01698-377200

@wishawdh

Email: wishawdh@trustha.org.uk

via our website: https://wishawdha.org.uk/contact-us/

Useful Information
Public Holidays

Wishaw & District Housing 
will be closed on the following 
dates:

Spring Holiday
Monday 3 May 2021

Friday 28 May,  
Monday 31 May 2021 

Glasgow Fair 
Friday 16 July and  
Monday 19 July 2021

Useful Telephone Numbers

Wishaw & District Housing 
Text Service 

01698 377200 
07529 777345 

Out of Hours Emergencies 
Heating/Hot Water:

01698 533917

Out of Hours Emergencies: 
All Other Emergencies:

0800 999 2520

Emergency Out of Hours 
Homelessness Service:

0800 953 2424

Scottish Power Energy 
Networks: Emergencies

0800 092 9290 (from a landline) 
0330 1010 222 (from a mobile)

Transco Emergencies – Gas 0800 111 999

Scottish Water 
Emergencies:

0800 077 8778

Police:  Emergency 
Non-Emergency

999 
101

Contact Us
Wishaw & District Housing’s newsletter is a way of keeping in touch with our tenants. We value 

your input so if you have any questions to ask or points to make please contact us at: 

Wishaw & District Housing 

Trust Housing Association 

55 Kirk Road 

WISHAW, ML2 7BL

This newsletter is availabe in any language or format you require. 
Please contact the office for details.

mailto:wishawdh%40trustha.org.uk?subject=
https://wishawdha.org.uk/contact-us/

